Relations between elastic constants Cij and texture parameters for hexagonal materials Van Ultrasonic techniques have recently been applied to the texture characterization in polycrystalline aggregates of hexagonal crystals. The basis of this application lies in the relations between the elastic constants Cij of the aggregates, which can be inferred from ultrasonic wave velocity measurements, and the orientation distribution coefficients. This communication presents such relations for aggregates which possess orthotropic material symmetry and hexagonal crystal symmetry for Voigt, Reuss, and Hill averaging methods in a unified and concise representation.
There has been increasing interest in characterization of texture in hexagonal materials in recent years. 1,2 Texture, or preferred orientation of grains, is often quantitatively described by the orientation distribution coefficients (ODCs) or W 1mn in Roe's notation.
3
,4 These are, in essence, the coefficients of an expansion of the crystallite orientation distribution function in terms of a series of generalized spherical harmonics. Now, ultrasonic techniques are being applied to texture measurement of hexagonal materials because of their nondestructive nature.
The foundation of application of ultrasonic techniques to the determination of texture in polycrystalli.ne aggregates of hexagonal crystals lies in the relations between the elastic constants C ij of the aggregates, which can be inferred from velocity measurements, and the ODes. This note presents such relations for aggregates which possess orthotropic material symmetry and hexagonal crystal symmetry.
In general, the elastic constants C;i and the elastic compliances Sij of a textured material can be formally expressed
where C\; and S~ are elastic constants and compliances of the corresponding isotropic (texture-free) polycrystaUine aggregates satisfying the C71 -C~2 = 2C~4 and S7I -S72 = 1S~4 isotropy conditions. !1Cij and 6.Sij are the differences due to the presence of texture; they are functions of W 1mn for 0 < 1<4. To many users of these relations, this error might not be obvious, and further errors might be introduced as a consequence of applying these relations. One of the primary purposes of this communication is to correct that error by explicitly presenting the resulting relations in a form believed to be particularly convenient. The relations between elastic compliances S;j and W!mn for the Reuss averaging method were also derived and published by Sayers,1O following the procedures outlined by Morris.
9 Practically speaking, ultrasonic velocities are more easily expressed in terms of elastic stiffnesses rather than elastic compliances; and the Hill averaging method, which is the arithmatic mean of the Voigt and Reuss averaging method, is found to give most acceptable accuracy among the three. Hill II did not explicitly propose such an averaging method for aggregates of hexagonal crystallites. The definition for Hill's averaging method here is a natural extension from that for aggregates of cubic crystallites, which was proposed by Hill. For this reason, it is often more convenient to invert the Sij-W lm " relations in Eq. (2) for the Reuss averaging method to the C;j -W lrn " relations. This can be mathematically described as c = s-I = (So + 6.S)-I = (SOCI + SO-I6.S)J-'.
In the application of ultrasonics to texture characterization, the anisotropy of the poly crystalline aggregates is sometimes small. Under this weak anisotropy assumption, IIS o -lasil < < 1.0. Therefore, the inversion process in Eq.
(3) can be carried out analytically, arriving at expressions that resemble Eq. ( 1 ) with and a l = :r6(~OW200 -2~Bw220), and for the Reuss averaging method, 
a~ = -5s 11 + 7s 12 + 2S 33 -4s 13 + ~S44'
where cij and S'j are elastic constants and compliances of single hexagonal crystals and are related by
Cil + el2
On~ the CYO;gt and CReuss are determined, CHill = (CYOigt + CRellss )/2 can be readily calculated. Notice that, regardless of averaging methods, the relation A I + A2 + A3 = 0 always exists. In addition, there are the following relations for a i and/3i: 
